
My, oh my, oh my, oh my… Peace in the Middle East.  In your lifetime.  

Don’t believe it?  Ok.  Explain then why when an American President 
makes a snap announcement that the Jewish nation of Israel suddenly has 
legal rights to claim the most sacred site in the Muslim world and WW3 
doesn’t immediately commence?
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You can’t, unless you admit that the Jews and Arabs, Americans and 
Europeans, Russians and Asians are all in on the gag—and they’ve all 
already negotiated Peace in the Middle East but just have told anyone.

Top intelligence analysts insist this is what is actually so… and back 
channel negotiations between the Arab and Western World powers (aka 
Russia and China as an honest broker) the year broke through so the RV 
can now release.

Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem was part of that secrete negotiated 
settlement, and one aspect of a hidden agreement to bring about the 
orderly peace and prosperity in the region.  

Seems like all agreements are hidden these days… gold treaties, 
GESARA, world peace, galactic disclosures… so what do the NPTB really 
tell us?  Truthfully?  Transparently?  

The better question is what have they ever told us?  

Clearly the ATPB (Ancient Powers That Be) don’t think much of humanity 
as an ascending species, sacred sure, divine no doubt, but universally 
trained and competent to handle all the news that is fit to print… um hell no.

This clip from The Adjustment Bureau speaks to this thesis:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKhvl2MjO9E&sns=em

The training wheels may be coming off now with respect to integration back 
in to the universal community of beings, nations, planets and galaxies… but 
we still haven’t quite proven to be potty trained spiritually yet.

After all, many are still trying to keep up with the Kardashians every week.  

Reality TV is truly the embarrassment of this generation… the low point or 
nadir of the entertainment industry IMHO.  Right up there with the WWE, 
UFC and XFL in sports world—all collectively dragging humanity to the 
bottom of the ocean ever so slowly,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKhvl2MjO9E&sns=em


So back to geopolitics… Israel / Palestine is a solved puzzle… and 
everything we are not witnessing… the radical announcements, the visits 
by Netanyahu to Europe an the US Congress, Africa and China… is not 
desperation, but a facade of desperation to build up not only to his exit… 
but peace.  Because human’s can just be given benevolence apparently.  
We must be eased into the consciousness, forplayed into believing change 
is here.  Suddenly.  Miraculously.  There needs to be a struggle for 
sovereignty, so struggle is presented to us, daily, consistently, getting a little 
better everyday… until one day, the damn breaks, and peace on earth is 
the norm not the exception. 

Really NPTB?  You think that little of us.  To move at this pace to time your 
blessing up for Christmas 2017?  Ok.  That’s your call.  But let me share 
something with those in decision making capacities.  Some geopolitical 
food for thought.

What you believe to benevolent is actually acts of fear for loss of your own 
power.  And the grand transition you think you have planned, has actually 
been slow played as much for you as us.

Your desire to remain in power is based off of arrogance, pride and deceit 
at its core.  Your morality is actually immorality disguised with generations 
of perfume due to birthright.

The meek of this earth, the truly meek… shall retake this earth by divine 
decree.  And there’s nothing you or your families can do to stop it, slow it 
down, manipulate it and or rebel against it.  

Notice what’s happened to the Draco’s.  Their rebellion rebuked by God.  
And quietly, the rebellion and disgust you also feel for humanity is known to 
God.  And this gift, which could have easily been given to humanity years 
earlier… was not by your choice, not God’s.  And all that you and yours 
gained in that time, the advantages unseen to the common eye is known to 
God.  And will be taken from you and yours, returned to the meek away 
from the strong.



Be not fooled into thinking 99% is 100%.  It’s not.  Something cannot come 
from nothing, and unless you were willing to sacrifice everything, nothing is 
what you will have ultimately.

The Israeli experiment was not an obstacles for ingenious races to 
overcome, it was an example for indigenous races to play fair and just in 
the sandbox.  Because not one grain of sand will go with you after this life, 
for you and yours, just mine and theirs.  We all are treated fairly over the 
long-year, of which this is but one short day.

It was said to me years ago ISIS could be removed in six months if there 
was agreement on how the nations would be split after ISIS, it took two 
years… because the “benevolent” nations couldn’t agree on how and who 
to run things.  That’s 1.5 years of warfare less the event blessing, which are 
millions of lives attributed to the weight of your collective soul.  Those lost 
souls are on your tab, as the strong is responsible for the week… the lion’s 
must protect the lambs, not let them be slaughtered to better your race’s 
position.

The wealth of Africa is for all homo sapiens… not just ones of color or 
easier versions of the species.  They are to serve the Oversoul through 
every incarnation of the Creator.  Have you lived up to the grand task of 
your Maker?  Distribution of His assets for His children of Israel?  Which 
while including you, are not solely you and yours.  

So close many were of your tribes… yet so, so far away… never to quite 
reach the divine objective.  Sad really.  Too much given, much was 
expected and many, many failed to live up to that challenge.  

The corruption probes in “benevolent” nations will reveal this now… as 
many who truly believed in their hearts they had done the right thing, acted 
in kindness and charity, will be revealed as complete frauds by their 
employees and national populations.  

All truth eventually surfaces.  Even for you.  Even for us.  As this is how the 
Creator designed His universe, not your privileges, and why they will not be 
returned to their rightful owner, and given away to the righteous who toiled 



away whiset you lived off their labor with a smile, pat on the back and 
generous public image.  

Liars… most to all of you… just know we know.  And we forgive you… so 
history can more quickly forget you and yours… forever.  Sobeit.  Beitso.

God is with us


